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Chapter 1: Panda’s Body 
Do you want to learn about Panda’s body? I 

researched about and I learned they are white and black. 
Also pandas have fur to keep their self warm. Also pandas 
weigh 200 to 300 pounds because they are big and 
strong. Also pandas Can have black spots by their eyes. 
Now you know how the pandas look like.  
 

 
Chapter 2: Panda’s Diet 

Do you want to learn about pandas diet? Do you 
know pandas eat bamboo. Also pandas like to eat grass. 
Pandas like to eat flower Also baby pandas don't eat 
bamboo. Also pandas like to eat hard babuo. Pandas like 
to eat 
flowers to. 
Also baby 
pandas 
don’t eat 
bamboo 
because 
they don’t 
have sharp 
teeth. 

 



 

 

Chapter 3: Panda’s Habitat  
Do you want to learn about pandas habitat? My first 

fact is pandas live in the forest. My second fact About 
pandas they can 
live in china 
because they can 
find food like 
bamboo.Also 
pandas can live in 
the bamboo 
forest.my final fact 
is pandas can live 
in the zoo. At the 

zoo I saw The pandas had bamboo. Now you know about 
pandas habitat.  

Chapter 4: A Panda's Life Cycle 
Would 

you like to 
learn about 
pandas life 
cycle? Do 
you know 
pandas grow 

 



 

when Their cubs to protect their self. Do you know pandas 
come from their mom somic to protect their self when they 
are adult. Do you Also Know pandas grow until they are 
adult . do you also know pandas turn to baby and they turn 
to Adult to stay alone. Now you know about pandas life 
cycle. 
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